(DG) Convening
October 2022

Directors Gathering will be hosting a
Convening in October 2022
Manifesting an Ecosystem for Directors
With this convening (DG) wants to create an inclusive, dynamic,
centralized, and welcoming environment for theater directors to
convene with their community of peers and colleagues that have
a vested interest in the work of an ecosystem for directors.
The Convening will:
Bring a network of directors and collaborators
together in shared virtual spaces

Ways to connect
with (DG) Members:

(DG) Journal

A quarterly journal
for members only.

Encourage conversations about how the industry
can shift through peer advocacy
Establish new communication platforms for our
network - resource sharing through the (DG)
Journal and topical conversations in Mighty
Networks

Directors Gathering (DG) is building a community for
theatre directors everywhere.
(DG) is the only organization in the United States that provides a
consistent community for theatre directors. We encourage
member directors to be in perpetual process, challenging them
to reexamine how and why they work on projects, and give them
the reinvigorating chance to return to their craft with new eyes.
Our membership events and programs are all currently virtual
to connect member directors from all over the country.
(DG) is committed to creating anti-racist, inclusive, equitable,
safe, accessible, and transparent spaces in all facets of our
gathering. For accountability statement please see our website.
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(DG) Mighty Networks

A ongoing online
community for
members.

(DG) Studio:Throwback

Narrated audio
recordings of selection
of programming from
the Convening.

Partners can choose from these three partnership levels

$100

$500

$50

Your logo alongside
partners in the (DG)
Journal: Convening
Special issue
Your ad description with
contact information in
the Partners channel on
Mighty Networks
Ad space in the (DG)
Journal: Convening
Special issue
Organization name and
website link added to the
(DG) website Convening
page
Social media
acknowledgement in
Stories on Facebook &
Instagram

Social media
acknowledgement post
on Facebook, Instagram,
& Twitter
A Convening topic space
in Mighty Networks to
exclusive engage with
Convening attendees*
A recorded audio ad
edited into a (DG)
Throwback:
Convening offering
A special
acknowledgement shout
out during the keynote
during the Convening
*Topic spaces in Mighty Networks serve as individual discussion groups. This would be a dedicated space for you to
present information about your organization and answer questions from our attendees. The (DG) team can offer
limited moderation support upon request but this will be a space for you to build and share content.

For more information, you can contact us at directorsgathering@gmail.com
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